Write sentences, using the tense given. Add any words you need.

1. We – have – accident (past perfect simple)

2. My parents – wait – for me – over an hour (present perfect progressive)

3. When – we – get – married? (present progressive)


5. I – take – children – zoo (conditional 1)

6. Next week – I – climb – mountains – Switzerland (future progressive)

7. Howard – not able to – play hockey – after the accident (past simple)

8. The children – run – down – street (past progressive)

9. They – can – not see – far – because – fog (past simple)

10. I – read – a book (present perfect progressive)

11. Joseph – not be – to a party – Easter (present perfect simple)

12. My sister – go -dentist – next Monday (present progressive)

13. She – ever be – cruise ship? (present perfect simple)

14. My friend and I – learn – whole night (past perfect progressive)

15. When – you – be – at home? (future simple)

16. The building – catch – fire (conditional 2)

17. Dad – not feel well – yesterday (past progressive)

18. My team – not win – a competition – for five years (present perfect simple)
KEY

1. We – have – accident (past perfect simple)
   We had had an accident.
2. My parents – wait – for me – over an hour (present perfect progressive)
   My parents have been waiting for me for over an hour.
3. When – we – get – married? (present progressive)
   When are we getting married?
   What do you think?
5. I – take – children – zoo (conditional 1)
   I would take the children to the zoo.
6. Next week – I – climb – mountains – Switzerland (future progressive)
   Next week I will be climbing mountains in Switzerland.
7. Howard – not able to – play hockey – after the accident (past simple)
   Howard was not able to play hockey after the accident.
8. The children – run – down – street (past progressive)
   The children were running down the street.
9. They – can – not see – far – because – fog (past simple)
   They could not see far because of the fog.
10. I – read – a book (present perfect progressive)
    I have been reading a book.
11. Joseph – not be – to a party – Easter (present perfect simple)
    Joseph has not been to a party since Easter.
12. My sister – go -dentist – next Monday (present progressive)
    My sister is going to the dentist next Monday.
13. She – ever be – cruise ship? (present perfect simple)
    Has she ever been on a cruise ship?
14. My friend and I – learn – whole night (past perfect progressive)
    My friend and I had been learning the whole night.
15. When – you – be – at home? (future simple)
    When will you be at home.
16. The building – catch – fire (conditional 2)
    The building would have caught fire.
17. Dad – not feel well – yesterday (past progressive)
    Dad wasn't feeling well yesterday.
18. My team – not win – a competition – for five years (present perfect simple)
    My team haven't won a competition for five years.